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A B S T R A C T 

Nuclear star clusters (NSCs) are dense star clusters located at the centre of galaxies spanning a wide range of masses and 

morphologies. Analysing NSC occupation statistics in different environments provides an inv aluable windo w into investigating 

early conditions of high-density star formation and mass assembly in clusters and group galaxies. We use HST/ACS deep imaging 

to obtain a catalogue of dwarf galaxies in two galaxy clusters in the Shapley supercluster: the central cluster Abell 3558 and the 
northern Abell 1736a. The Shaple y re gion is an ideal laboratory to study nucleation as it stands as the highest mass concentration 

in the nearby Universe. We investigate the NSC occurrence in quiescent dwarf galaxies as faint as M I = −10 mag and compare 
it with all other environments where nucleation data is available. We use galaxy cluster/group halo mass as a proxy for the 
environment and employ a Bayesian logistic regression framework to model the nucleation fraction ( f n ) as a function of galaxy 

luminosity and environment. We find a notably high f n in Abell 3558: at M I ≈ −13.1 mag, half the galaxies in the cluster host 
NSCs. This is higher than in the Virgo and Fornax clusters but comparable to the Coma Cluster. On the other hand, the f n in 

Abell 1736a is relatively lower, comparable to groups in the local volume. We find that the probability of nucleation varies with 

galaxy luminosity remarkably similarly in galaxy clusters. These results reinforce previous findings of the important role of the 
environment in NSC formation/growth. 

Key w ords: galaxies: dw arf – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: nuclei – galaxies: star clusters: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

uclear star clusters (NSCs) are generally identified as luminous
 v erdensities at the very central regions of galaxies. They are a class
f extremely dense and bright objects, with masses and half-light
adii ranging from 10 4 to 10 8 M � and from 1 to 50 pc, respectively
S ́anchez-Janssen et al. 2019a ; Neumayer, Seth & B ̈oker 2020 ).
hey are commonly found in galaxies of a wide range of masses,
orphologies, and environments, but are not ubiquitously present

B ̈oker et al. 2002 ; Seth et al. 2006 ; Georgiev et al. 2009 ; Georgiev &
 ̈oker 2014 ; Neumayer et al. 2020 ). It has been established that

he fraction of galaxies that host NSCs increases universally as
 function of galaxy luminosity or stellar mass, with a peak at

10 9 M � (den Brok et al. 2014 ; Mu ̃ noz et al. 2015 ; S ́anchez-
anssen et al. 2019a ; Neumayer et al. 2020 ; Hoyer et al. 2021 ;
u et al. 2022 ), then declining for both higher (Cote et al. 2006 ;
urner et al. 2012 ; Baldassare et al. 2014 ) and lower (Brok et al.
014 ; Ordenes-Brice ̃ no et al. 2018 ; S ́anchez-Janssen et al. 2019a )
alaxy masses. Despite their common presence, the question of what
rocesses are involved in the formation and growth of NSCs is still
 E-mail: ezanatta@usp.br (EZ); ruben.sanchez-janssen@stfc.ac.uk (RS-J) 
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nder debate. Nevertheless, to study how exactly these objects form
nd evolve is essential for the discussion of how the earlier events
f star formation, and the subsequent formation of the earliest star
lusters, unfold in galaxies (Baldassare et al. 2014 ; S ́anchez-Janssen
t al. 2019a ; Neumayer et al. 2020 ; Leaman & van de Ven 2021 ;
ahrion et al. 2022 ). 
NSC formation is generally thought to derive from two, non-

 xclusiv e mechanisms. One is the dissipation-less decay of globular
lusters (GCs) to the centre of the host galaxy gravitational potential,
here eventually star clusters massive enough to survive effects of
ynamical friction merge into a larger and denser object (Tremaine,
striker & Spitzer 1975 ; Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2014 ;
nedin, Ostriker & Tremaine 2014 ). Another process comprises the

n-situ increase in star formation at the centre of galaxies credited to
he inflow of gas (Bekki et al. 2003 ; Bekki & Chiba 2004 ; Antonini
013 ). The first is credited to be the main driver of NSC formation
t the low mass regime ( � 10 9 M �) (Neumayer et al. 2020 ; Fahrion
t al. 2022 ) and explains the metal-poor stellar populations observed
n nearby NSCs (Alfaro-Cuello et al. 2020 ; Fahrion et al. 2020 ;
ohnston et al. 2020 ), while the latter can explain the presence of
oung and metal-rich stellar populations observed in NSCs of late-
ype galaxies (Carson et al. 2015 ; Kacharov et al. 2018 ; Nguyen et al.
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Table 1. Data observed as part of the HST /ACS programme GO-10429 
to observe the core of the Shapley supercluster. From left to right: central 
galaxy in the field, associated cluster in the Abell catalogue, absolute V -band 
magnitude from The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) 1 , redshift 
also from NED and exposure time in seconds from the HST /ACS observations. 
The shaded rows indicate the observations that comprise the images used in 
this work and shown in Fig. 1 . 

Galaxy Cluster M V z Exp. Time 
(s) 

ESO509-G008 A1736a −22.8 0.0350 18567 
ESO509-G020 A1736a −22.5 0.0350 18567 
ESO509-G067 A1736a −22.7 0.0350 18567 
ESO325-G016 A3570 −22.0 0.0379 18882 
ESO325-G004 AS0740 −22.8 0.0350 18882 
ESO383-G076 A3571 −23.6 0.0397 21081 
2masxj13481399-3322547 A3571 −21.9 0.0397 21 081 
ESO444-G046 A3558 −23.8 0.0477 34210 
2masxj13275493-3132187 A3558 −22.4 0.0477 35550 
2masxj13272961-3123237 A3558 −22.9 0.0477 35550 
2masxj13280261-3145207 A3558 −22.1 0.0477 35550 

1 https:// ned.ipac.caltech.edu/ . The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 
(NED) is funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
and operated by the California Institute of Technology. 
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018 ). A combination of both process is likely required to explain the
ull range of observed NSC properties, such as stellar populations, 
orphology, and kinematics (Hartmann et al. 2011 ; Antonini 2013 ; 
ntonini, Barausse & Silk 2015 ; Guillard, Emsellem & Renaud 
016 ). 
Remarkably, recent studies have observed that the nucleation 

raction of dwarf galaxies ( M � � 10 9 ) display a strong dependence
ith the environment, which does not arise naturally from the 

forementioned NSC formation scenarios (S ́anchez-Janssen et al. 
019a ; Hoyer et al. 2021 ; Zanatta et al. 2021 ; Carlsten et al.
022b ; Su et al. 2022 ). S ́anchez-Janssen et al. ( 2019a ), hereafter
J19 , observed a high nucleation fraction in dwarfs at the Coma
luster, followed by the Virgo and Fornax clusters, with the lowest 
ucleation fraction found in satellites in groups at the local volume. 
ne important caveat of this analysis was the limited magnitude 

ange of the Coma cluster sample from Brok et al. ( 2014 ) (hereafter,
B14), which comprised a significantly brighter sample ( M I ≥
13) than the other environments analysed ( M I ≥ −9). Using deep 
ubble Space Telescope /Advanced Camera for Surv e ys ( HST /ACS)

maging of the Coma Cluster, Zanatta et al. ( 2021 ) (hereafter Z21 )
ddressed this issue presenting nucleation information for dwarfs 
t the faint end of Coma ( M I ≥ −9) and confirming that NSC
ccurrence is systematically higher for galaxies located in more 
assive environments. In such work, it has been shown that a M I =
15 mag dwarf has an ∼ 80 per cent probability of being nucleated

n Coma, compared to the ∼ 50 per cent for quiescent satellites in
roups at local volume. The same conclusions have been obtained 
ubsequently in works such as Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) and Carlsten
t al. ( 2022b ), that confirmed the lower nucleation in local volume
warfs compared to galaxy clusters, as well as in Su et al. ( 2022 ),
hat shows the higher nucleation fraction in the Fornax main cluster 
hen compared to its neighbouring Fornax A group. 
In this work, we seek to further investigate the role of mass

nd environment as major drivers of NSC formation. We use the 
ame procedure from Z21 to a set of HST images of prominent
lusters within the Shapley Supercluster (SSC), namely Abell 3558 
hereafter, A3558), at its very centre, and Abell 1736a (hereafter 
1736a), to the north. SSC is by far the largest concentration of
ass in the local Universe (Haines et al. 2018 ; Higuchi et al. 2020 ),

ocated at the distance of ∼ 150–200 Mpc and widely regarded as
he most likely candidate to be responsible for the phenomenon 
nown as the Great Attractor , i.e. the mass concentration to where
ll galaxies in the local group are moving towards. The SSC core is
 roughly spherical region with the A3558 cluster at its very centre
Quintana et al. 2020 ). A3558 has an estimated peak density of
160 galaxies per Mpc 2 (Haines et al. 2018 ; Higuchi et al. 2020 ),

resenting an ideal case to investigate the nucleation phenomenon in 
n extremely dense environment. A1736a provides a second window 

nto an environment within the SSC, and in a slightly different density 
egime, as this cluster is relatively poor, with an estimated peak 
ensity of ≈ 31 galaxies per Mpc 2 (Higuchi et al. 2020 ). Furthermore,
e will compare the nucleation in A3558 and A1736a with literature 
ata from galaxy clusters (Coma, Virgo, and Fornax) to local volume 
roups, ef fecti v ely co v ering two decades of environment halo mass.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the data

sed in this work, followed by a detailed description of the galaxy
nd NSC detection and measurement techniques in Section 3 . In
ection 4 we present the statistical methodology developed to infer 

he nucleation fraction in A3558 and A1736a, which are compared 
o that of other environments in Section 5 . In Section 6 we discuss
he main results within the context of observational and theoretical 
ork on the galaxy nucleation fraction. Finally, in Section 7 we 
ummarize our results and their significance for NSC formation 
cenarios. 

Throughout this work we adopt H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , �m = 0.3,
nd �� 

= 0.7. We adopt a redshift to A3558 of z = 0.0477, which
orresponds to a physical scale of 0.936 kpc arcsec −1 , a distance
odulus of ( m − M ) = 36.52 mag and a distance of 211.58 Mpc.
or A1736a we adopt a redshift of z = 0.0350, which corresponds to
 physical scale of 0.697 kpc arcsec −1 , a distance modulus of ( m −
 ) = 35.89 mag and a distance of 148.8 Mpc (Blakeslee & Barber
eGraaff 2008 ). 

 DATA  

he SSC data used in this work were obtained as part of the pro-
ramme GO-10429 (PI: J. Blakeslee) using the Advanced Camera for 
urv e ys Wide Field Channel (ACS/WFC) onboard the Hubble Space
elescope ( HST ) in 2055 January. The programme is described in
lakeslee ( 2007 ). Various galaxies within the SSC were imaged in the
814W ( ≈ I ) filter during 114 orbits. The target galaxies, associated
lusters and exposure times are shown in Table 1 . Highlighted are
he images used for the analysis presented in this work. We use only
he images concerning the A3558 and A1736a clusters, for which the
rogramme retrieved most data. The remaining images are centred 
n relatively poor Shapley clusters and our analysis of these resulted
n galaxy catalogues with not enough sample size to properly apply
he statistical methodology discussed in Section 4 . In Fig. 1 we show
he location of A3558 and A1736a within the context of the SSC. At
he top right panel, we show galaxy density contours in the region
ased on a 2D kernel density estimation and galaxy positions from
he Quintana et al. ( 2020 ) catalogue. North is up and East is left. In
his panel we can see that A3558 is located at the very peak of galaxy
ensity in the SSC, while A1736a is located at a mild o v erdensity at
he north. In the same figure we show the location of the fields used
n this work o v er DSS2 Colour images. 

The data used in this w ork w as previously described in Blakeslee &
arber DeGraaff ( 2008 ), and we refer the reader to such work for
etails concerning data processing. Briefly, the images were dithered 
o fill the gap between the two ACS/WFC detectors, followed the
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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Figure 1. Location of the clusters studied in this work in the context of the Shapley supercluster region in the sky. Top right, larger panel: Shapley region 
with colours denoting the number of galaxies, using the data from Quintana et al. ( 2020 ). Labelled are a selection of important galaxy clusters associated with 
Shapley, with the rectangles denoting the approximated area covered by the right (A) and bottom (B) panels, around the location of the clusters studied in this 
work, i.e. A3558 and A1736a. Right panel: DSS2 colour-composite zoom into the region of the A3558 cluster where the four HST fields used in this work are 
located, represented in this figure by the countoured regions. The labels indicate the brightest galaxy in each field, also shown in Table 1 . Notice that two out 
of the four fields in this cluster are contiguous. Bottom panel: Same as panel A, but for the area around A1736a, at the northern region of Shapley. Notice the 
different scales of the panels, indicated by the scale bar at the lower right of each panel. 
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tandard pipeline processing from the STScI/Mikulski Archive for
pace Telescopes (MAST) and had the charge-transfer efficiency
CTE) correction algorithm of Anderson & Bedin ( 2010 ) applied.
inally, the CTE-corrected exposures were then processed with APSIS

Blakeslee et al. 2003 ) to produce the final corrected images. 

.1 NSCs in other environments from the literature 

n addition to the A3558 and A1736a clusters, in this work we also
nalyse data for dwarf early-type galaxies in the Virgo cluster (from
J19 ), the Fornax cluster (from Su et al. 2022 ), the Coma cluster
dB14, Z21 ), and in the local volume ( D < 12 Mpc). The latter
omprise two independent galaxy samples: The C22 sample, which is
ainly based in the Exploration of Local VolumE Satellites (ELVES)
urv e y data from Carlsten et al. ( 2020a ) and Carlsten et al. ( 2022a , b );
nd the H21 sample, based on the catalogue from Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ),
hich provides nucleation classification for a sample of galaxies

n the Updated Nearby Galaxy Catalogue (UNGC; Karachentsev,
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
akarov & Kaisina 2013 ). While the ELVES catalogue is deeper,
he UNGC is the most complete reference for local volume galaxies
s it is kept continuously updated with new dwarf galaxy detections
rom the literature. 

Only early-type galaxies and dwarfs are considered in the analysis.
his is to a v oid complications related to both the morphology–
ensity relation (Dressler 1980 ) as well as the notoriously difficult
ask of identifying NSCs in star-forming galaxies due to the presence
f star formation and obscuration by dust (Ferrarese et al. 2020 ,
J19 ; Neumayer et al. 2020 ). We also limit the magnitude range
f all catalogues used in this work to be within −7.5 > M I >

19.0, to ensure the observational data are able to reliably be
odelled with our statistical methodology as well as have a more

recise nucleation classification. This is better detailed in Section
 . Additional information on the literature sources for the data used
n this work as well as how we match and select the local volume
amples is presented in Appendix A . 
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Furthermore, our main observable used to probe environment 
ifferences is the cluster/group estimated halo mass. Other tracers 
ould be employed for this task, such as estimates of local galaxy
ensity or the X-ray luminosity of the intracluster medium. The halo 
luster mass stands as our preferred choice as a proxy for environ-
ent based on its straightforward interpretation and wide literature 

vailability of estimates for nearby galaxy clusters/groups. Ho we ver, 
t is important to consider that this choice hinders our capacity of
robing the nucleation environmental dependence in smaller scales, 
uch as a cluster-centric radial dependence (see Ordenes-Brice ̃ no 
t al. 2018 ; Hoyer et al. 2021 ; Su et al. 2022 , and references therein for
tudies of this feature). Our choice of environments permits probing 
SC occupation in host haloes with masses ranging from 5 × 10 14 

n A3558 to 10 12 M � at the local volume, enabling us to probe
he large-scale environmental dependence of galaxy nucleation. Our 
dopted literature halo mass estimates were obtained from different 
ethods, such as based on dynamics, stellar population models, X- 

ay observations, and GC kinematics. We refer the reader to each 
f the individual references indicated in the following paragraph for 
dditional details. In the case of local volume environments, in the 
est of this work the cluster mass estimate is based on the estimate
or the halo mass of individual galaxy systems. 

We adopted mass estimates for A3558 and A1736a from Lopes 
t al. ( 2018 ). We only could find a single literature reference of
alo mass for the Abell 1736 region, with the important caveat that
opes et al. ( 2018 ) calculate the halo mass for the entire A1736
luster, i.e. not the clusters A1736a and A1736b in separate. This
s to be expected due to the difficulties in obtaining precise mass
stimates for neighbouring galaxy clusters in such an o v ercrowded 
nvironment as the SSC. Nevertheless, as our images only account 
or fields in what is considered to be A1736a, therefore our choice
f halo mass for this field is clearly and o v erestimation. We will take
his into consideration when analysing the effects of environment 
nd nucleation in terms of estimated halo masses. When necessary, 
dditional adopted mass estimates come from Łokas & Mamon 
 2003 ), McLaughlin ( 1999 ) and Drinkwater, Gregg & Colless ( 2001 )
or Coma, Virgo and F ornax, respectiv ely. F or the Local Volume C22
ample, we derive a mean halo mass using the log ( V circ ) − log ( M 200 )
elation from the Illustris TNG100 simulations (Pillepich et al. 2018 ) 
nd the V circ values in table 1 of Carlsten et. al. ( 2020a) . Exceptions
re: NGC 3115, for which the halo mass estimate comes from
labi et al. ( 2017 ); M81, from Karachentsev et al. ( 2002 ); Cen A,

rom van den Bergh ( 2000 ); M31, which comes from Tamm et al.
 2012 ), and the Milky Way, from Taylor et al. ( 2016 ). For the local
olume H21 sample, we do not perform any analysis involving halo 
ass estimates due to the information on host galaxies for their 

warf galaxy sample not being accurate enough for our purposes, as
entioned previously. 

 D E T E C T I O N ,  MEMBERSHIP,  A N D  

HOTOMETRY  

n this work, we use the same technique employed by Z21 to detect
nd analyse faint galaxies in HST images. These methods were built 
n the ones applied successfully in recent surv e ys such as Ferrarese
t al. ( 2020 ) in Virgo and Eigenthaler et al. ( 2018 ) in Fornax. We
efer the reader to Z21 for a detailed description, but in the following
e briefly describe the method. 
Galaxy detection is e x ecuted interactiv ely with an algorithm 

edicated to identify low surface brightness objects. Then more 
han one individual performs a visual inspection of candidates 
hich are selected based on the expected morphological features 
f quiescent, early-type dwarfs. These comprise basically ellipsoidal 
hapes and the absence of star formation features, i.e. a smooth
urface brightness profile. Objects in the final catalogue are then 
rocessed via 2D modelling of the images, resulting in the estimated
hotometric and structural parameters for the host galaxies and 
SCs. 
Our analysis aims to detect NSCs in quiescent dwarfs as in such

alaxies the contrast between NSCs and hosts is strong enough 
o enable clear visual identification. Larger and brighter galaxies 
ften present central components, such as bulges, that may lead to
alse NSC detections. In the next sections we further discuss the
dvantages and limitations of this choice, however this does not 
ffect the final goal of this study, since, as we will see later, the final
ucleation catalogue presented in this work and those from other 
nvironments, gathered from the literature, are all in an homogeneous 
agnitude range. In addition to a summary, in the following we detail
 few steps in the methodology where it differs from what was done
n Z21 . 

.1 Bright galaxy subtraction 

he extremely crowded environment present in the SSC images used 
n this work creates a big difficulty to our goal of detecting faint
alaxies (see Fig. 2 for an example in A3558 central fields, but a
imilar landscape is found for all other fields). Therefore, the first
tep in our analysis consisted of the modelling and subtraction of
he brightest and largest objects to enable an easier detection of faint
alaxies. 

We use the task ELLIPSE (Jedrzejewski 1987 ) within the STSDAS

ackage (Hanisch 1992 ) of the iraf software (Tody 1986 ) to model
nd subtract the brightest galaxies in the HST images. The software
ts a series of elliptical isophotes of varying centres, ellipticities, 
rientations, and low-order Fourier terms. The algorithm then inter- 
olates smoothly between the isophotes and extrapolates outward 
eyond the last. We adopt an iterative approach: We first subtract
he brighter galaxies, such as the known brightest cluster galaxies 
BCGs) at each field. Then we model large galaxies around the BCGs
here visually identify late-type structures, such as bars, discs, and 

pirals. Following this, we model fainter neighbours, remodelling 
he brighter galaxies with the neighbours subtracted. This process 
ontinues until we achieve a clean subtraction of all galaxies that
ere large enough to have a significant effect on the detection of the

ow surface brightness objects we aim to study. When we found it
ignificantly hard to achieve flat residuals from the modelling of the
CGs, we complemented the subtraction with a careful background 

emoval with SOURCE-EXTRACTOR (Bertinl 1996 ). We used detection 
nd background parameters individually chosen for each field in 
rder to subtract most of the residuals still present in the residual
mage but not any haloes of faint galaxies of interest. Ho we ver, we
nd that the optimal background parameters in the latter process 
an still affect haloes of a few large dwarfs with projected positions
lose to the centre of BCGs. To solve this problem, at the end of
he galaxy subtraction step, we output two detection images: one 
ith the BCGs of each field subtracted and nothing else done, and a

econd one with the subtraction of all large ellipticals, several other
arge galaxies and the SOURCE-EXTRACTOR background subtraction 
o impro v e residuals. Each object is modelled in the two images
nd we select for the final catalogue the GALFIT results with better
esiduals. In the right panel of Fig. 2 , we show an example of the
nal background-subtracted image of the central field of a3558. 
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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Figure 2. Example of an original and a residual bright galaxy subtracted image at the left and right panels, respectively. This treatment was necessary to impro v e 
the detections of faint galaxies in all fields analysed. In this example, we show in both panels only the two central and contiguous fields in the A3558 cluster, 
centred around the labelled galaxies. We also show in square markers the position of the quiescent dwarf galaxies detected, modelled and presented in Table 2 . 
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.2 SOURCE-EXTRACTOR detection 

alaxy detection is carried out in a two-step approach with SOURCE-
XTRACTOR , following the methodology presented in Z21 . The first
un is intended to detect and subtract point sources and generate a
etection background image smoothed in a 3 ×3 grid median filter
ith mesh sizes of 32 pixels. A second run is then executed on the
etection background in which low surface brightness objects are
onsiderably easier to be detected, as it can been attested in the
econd column of Fig. 3 , where we show one such detection image.
e refer the reader to Z21 for details on the SOURCE-EXTRACTOR

arameters rele v ant to be fine-tuned in each run. The only dif ference
rom the parameters used in that work from this one is that in the first
un, this time, we set a minimum detection area of 10 pixels in order
o properly detect compact objects such as GCs, foreground stars, and
ackground galaxies at the SSC distance. This procedure results in
 catalogue of extended object detections in the background image
hich are then position matched with the original image. Visual

nspection to assign cluster membership and nucleation classification
s then performed by two of the authors (EZ and RSJ). We classify as
embers object with smooth and spheroidal morphologies (S ́anchez-

anssen et al. 2016 ), and discard irregular galaxies or those displaying
eatures consistent with ongoing star formation (clumps, arms, bars).

e identify NSCs as compact spherical sources that, in projection, lie
lose to the geometric centre of the candidate galaxy. This is further
efined during the galaxy modelling (Section 3.3 ). At this point, we
nd 211 galaxies in A3558 and 58 in A1736a within 14.5 < m I <

6.9 mag. 

.3 Galaxy and NSC modelling 

o determine the structural and photometric properties of the candi-
ate galaxies and their NSCs, we model their surface brightness
rofiles using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002 ), employing the same
pproach used to model faint Coma galaxies in Z21 . 

We use the segmentation maps from the first SOURCE-EXTRACTOR

un to mask all objects around our detected galaxies, except for the
entral point sources in the visually identified nucleated dwarfs. We
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
lso use PSF models obtained with PSFEX (Bertin 2011 ). Initial
onditions for the fits are based on MAG AUTO magnitudes and
LUX RADIUS results from the SOURCE-EXTRACTOR catalogue, in
ddition to an initial S ́ersic index of n = 0.75, position angle of 45
egrees, and axis ratio of 0.8. Non-nucleated galaxies are modelled
ith a single S ́ersic profile, while nucleated ones are modelled with
 S ́ersic profile with the addition of a PSF component to model
he NSC. We model nuclei as point-sources based on the fact that
SCs have typical sizes of 1–50 pc (S ́anchez-Janssen et al. 2019b ;
eumayer et al. 2020 ), which giv en the pix el scale of HST/ACS

ranslates in all but the largest NSCs to be unresolved in our images.
n some rare cases we find that visually identified nucleated galaxies
re better modelled by two S ́ersic profiles, instead of a S ́ersic plus
SF component. In this case we adopt as the galaxy structural and
hotometric parameters the ones from the S ́ersic Profile with largest
stimated ef fecti v e radius. In this setup, it is to be e xpected for some
f the galaxy light to contribute to the estimated NSC magnitude,
ince the two S ́ersic profiles o v erlap each other. Ho we v er, we hav e
ound galaxies fitted this way to show no significant discrepancies in
heir final GALFIT estimated structural parameters from the general
rends observed for nucleated galaxies (see the lack of strong outliers
n Figs 4 and 6 ), and this affects less than three objects in A3558.
urthermore, HST studies of NSCs in nearby clusters show that
tellar nuclei are rarely offset from the geometric centre of the host
alaxy (Cote et al. 2003 ; Turner et al. 2012 ), therefore to aid in
he modelling of fainter objects we constrain the relative position
f the components within three pixels of each other. This is also
one to guarantee an insignificant probability of contamination from
rojected GCs o v er the galaxy centre. We estimate the contamination
y counting the total number of point sources ( CLASS STAR ≥0.6) that
ave a magnitude difference of less than 0.5 mag with respect to each
SC. We them multiply the surface density of these candidates by

he area enclosed in a circle of three pixels in radius. This results in
he mean number of contaminants to be ≈0.002 per galaxy. 

Moreo v er, 40 galaxies within our sample for A3558 and 14 in
1736a are found to have more complex structures by the fact that

he GALFIT residuals present significant structures, such as embedded
isks, bulges and twisted isophotes. To reach a good GALFIT model
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Figure 3. Summary of the procedure to detect and extract photometry for faint galaxies and their NSCs. From left to right: Section of the original image 
showcasing an example galaxy (nucleated on top, non-nucleated at the bottom). In the second panel, we show the SOURCE-EXTRACTOR background image used 
for galaxy detection. Notice the significant increase in SNR, which impro v es the detection limits. The third panel contains the same image as the first panel, 
but now the point sources detected by the first SOURCE-EXTRACTOR are masked–except for the central 6 ×6 pixels, which are unmasked to reveal the NSC. The 
fourth panel corresponds to the GALFIT model, to which we have added the typical noise of the ACS images for representation purposes. Finally, in the last panel, 
we show the residual image from GALFIT modelling. Both galaxies are presented with the same scaling. 

Figure 4. Relation between absolute magnitude and ef fecti ve radius in the 
I -band as obtained from GALFIT modelling of the objects selected in the 
final sample for the A3558 and A1736a clusters (yellow and red triangles, 
respectiv ely). F or reference, also shown are the Coma galaxy sample from 

Z21 (which includes the sample from dB14, circles), the Fornax sample 
from Su et al. ( 2022 ) (diamonds) and the Virgo sample from SJ19 (squares). 
Nucleated objects are represented by markers with solid circles at the centre. 
The objects detected in the SSC in this work follow the scaling relation of 
size versus luminosity observed for dwarf galaxies in other galaxy clusters. 
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Figure 5. Difference between the magnitude of the nuclei, M I , NSC and the 
magnitude of its host galaxy, M I , Galaxy , for all nucleated galaxies in the 
A3558 and A1736a clusters sample from this work (shown in Table 2 ) as 
well as nucleated galaxies from the Coma cluster samples of Z21 and dB14 
and nucleated galaxies in the Virgo cluster (from SJ19 ), as a function of 
the host galaxy absolute magnitude. Colours and markers are the same as 
Fig. 4 . For all environments, brighter galaxies tend to show larger differences 
in magnitude from their nuclei, although a scatter is also e vident, sho wcasing 
its stochastic nature. 
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or such objects would lead to convoluted and o v ercomplicated 
odelling beyond the scope of this work. Nucleation classification 

n such objects via visual inspection is also very difficult, as bulges
nd embedded discs can very easily lead to false NSC detections. A
imple aperture photometry procedure indicates that all galaxies not 
ell fitted with GALFIT are brighter than M I < −19.0 mag. With the

xception of the H21 sample, all data of the other environments from
he literature used in this w ork emplo y magnitude cuts at the bright-
nd at similar luminosities and for similar reasons (dB14; Mu ̃ noz
t al. 2015 , SJ19 ; Carlsten et al. 2020b , 2022b ). Therefore, due to the
forementioned modelling and nuclear classification difficulties and 
o keep our comparison homogeneous between all environments, 
e consider in this work only galaxies in between −7.5 > M I >

19.0. This affects the bright-end of A3558, A1736a, and the faint
nd bright end of H21. The reason for the faint cut in the H21
ample is due to the behaviour of the logistic relation, which will
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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Figure 6. Nucleation fraction versus absolute magnitude for galaxies in 
A3558 (top) and A1736a (bottom). The inner dashed curve represents our 
estimation of the nucleation fraction based on the Bayesian logistic regression. 
The coloured shaded regions show the 50 per cent and 95 per cent confidence 
intervals, whereas the grey shades indicate the magnitudes where the model 
extrapolates the data. The solid circles represent the median nucleation 
fraction in a binned representation of the data, with uncertainties given by the 
corresponding 68 per cent Bayesian credible intervals. The number of objects 
in each bin is shown at the bottom. 
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e discussed in the next section. Nevertheless, after magnitude cuts,
e are left with 180 objects in A3558 and 44 in A1736a, preserving
5 per cent and 75 per cent of the detected galaxies in the previous
tep, for each environment, respectively. Of these, 104 are found to
e nucleated in A3558 and the same is true for 16 objects in A1736a.
n Table 2 , we show the final catalogue for the A3558 and A1736a
alaxy sample used in the rest of our analysis, as well as several
hotometric properties from the GALFIT modelling. Magnitudes are
ereddened from Galactic extinction using the maps from Schlafly &
inkbeiner ( 2011 ) and a summary of the method is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Despite careful visual inspection, there is still the possibility of

ontaminants being present in our galaxy samples. The spherical
orphology of background early-type galaxies at specific distances

an lead to objects to be mistakenly identified as a dwarf spheroidals
t SSC distance, and background disc galaxies may appear visually
imilar to compact low surface brightness objects. In Fig. 4 , we
how the relation between the absolute magnitude and ef fecti ve
adius in the I -band modelled with GALFIT for the final A3558 and
1736a samples detected in this work. We show as well objects in

he Coma, Fornax, and Virgo samples, for reference. The loci of our
SC detections in this graph indicate a compatible magnitude–size
elation to objects in the literature samples. Therefore, we conclude
hat our SSC catalogues comprise only galaxies not likely to be
ontaminant background objects. 

In Fig. 5 , we show the difference between the magnitude of the
SC and its host galaxy for all the nucleated galaxies. We show this
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
ifference for galaxies in A3558 and A1736a, as well as Coma and
irgo. The relative contribution of the NSC to the o v erall brightness
f the host galaxy decreases with galaxy luminosity, albeit with
 large scatter in the relation. From the perspective of comparing
ifferent environments, we see that the trend in Fig. 5 is very similar
or all the clusters. In SJ19 and Z21 , it is argued that such results
ndicate that the luminosity of the NSC is related to that of the
ost galaxy regardless of the environment, but the large scatter in
he relation indicates that NSC gro wth v aries substantially from one
alaxy to another. We find this conclusion consistent with the NSC
ata from the SSC clusters analysed in this work. 
It is also rele v ant to note that galaxy detections in A3358 and

1736a drop significantly at fainter magnitudes than M I = −11.0
ag. In both Figs 4 and 5 this can be observed but not to be the case for

he Virgo and Fornax samples. A relative decrease in completeness
n the detection of faint dwarfs in the SSC is to be expected given
hat the Virgo and Fornax galaxy clusters are considerably closer.
evertheless, in what concerns the main objective of this work, i.e.

o compare nucleation statistics across different environments, we do
ot expect this drop in completeness at the lower end of magnitude
o be rele v ant since the likelihood of galaxy nucleation have been
bserv ed to univ ersally become almost ne gligible for magnitudes
ainter than M I ∼ −10.5 mag [ SJ19 ; Neumayer et al. ( 2020 ); Z21 ]. 

 STATISTICAL  M O D E L L I N G  O F  T H E  

UCLEATI ON  FRAC TI ON  

o analyse the nucleation fraction in the A3558 and the A1736a
lusters and how it compares to other environments, we employ
ayesian logistic regression (see e.g. Hilbe, de Souza & Ishida 2017 ,

or a detailed description). In Z21 , we employed this statistical
pproach successfully in order to a v oid arbitrary binning of the
ata. This is essential to properly study how the nucleation fraction
aries o v er the entire range of magnitudes and environments. By
stimating such quantity in a homogeneous way for all environments
ith a robust and adequate methodology, we produce smooth,

ontinuous, and realistic models based on the observational data.
his provides a clear panorama of the matter and enables a direct
nd honest comparison between different data sets. On the other
and, an approach based on the so-called ‘best-fit’ linear model of
rbitrarily binned data points is al w ays prone to small completeness
ariations along the range of the predictor variable producing
isleading local non-linearities that can potentially bias an entire

nalysis. 
Logistic regression belongs to the family of generalized linear
odels, and is particularly suitable for handling Bernoulli-distributed

binary) data. Such distribution characterizes processes with two
ossible outcomes { 0, 1 } , be it success or failure, yes or no, or alike
in our case, it is nucleation or non-nucleation. Apart from the

pplication of logistic regression to model the nucleation fraction in
21 , previous applications of logistic models in Astronomy include

he studies of star-formation activity in primordial dark matter haloes
de Souza et al. 2015 ), the escape of ionizing radiation at high-redshift
Hattab et al. 2019 ), the effect of environment in the pre v alence of
eyfert galaxies (de Souza et al. 2016 ), the redshift evolution of UV
pturn galaxies (Dantas et al. 2020 ), and the GC occupation fraction
n dwarf galaxies (Eadie, Harris & Springford 2022 ). 

The full behaviour of the nucleation fraction is significantly
istinct from the logistic relation ( Z21 ), with a peak estimated at
asses log( M / M �) ≈ 9 ( SJ19 ; Neumayer et al. 2020 ) declining

owards higher and lower masses. To mitigate this issue, in addition
o the magnitude cuts at the bright end ( M I > −19.0 mag) explained
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Table 2. Photometric and structural parameters for the galaxies detected in A3558 and A1736a obtained using GALFIT 

using SOURCE-EXTRACTOR magnitude and positions as input parameters, as described in the text. From left to right: 
Identification for each galaxy, right ascension in degrees, declination in degrees, deredenned galaxy magnitude in the I 
filter, deredenned NSC magnitude in the I filter (when nucleated), S ́ersic index, ef fecti ve radius in arcseconds, axis ratio, 
and position angle in degrees. Only the 15 brightest objects are shown for each cluster. The full table is available online. 

ID RA DEC m I , gal m I , NSC n R e b/a PA 

(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (arcsec) (deg) 

Abell 3558 
dw201987-31475 201.987 −31.475 17.80 27.63 2.12 2.73 0.87 52.56 
dw201999-31531 201.999 −31.531 18.03 24.16 1.71 1.32 0.98 −57.67 
dw201985-31498 201.985 −31.498 18.13 24.61 1.78 1.58 0.50 55.97 
dw201989-31499 201.989 −31.499 18.25 1.07 1.29 0.50 −89.25 
dw202020-31520 202.020 −31.520 18.58 24.10 1.18 1.17 0.87 43.52 
dw201876-31372 201.876 −31.372 18.64 24.29 1.39 1.18 0.87 −50.65 
dw201894-31404 201.894 −31.404 18.88 25.96 0.93 2.07 0.52 −87.90 
dw201966-31540 201.966 −31.540 19.21 24.76 1.30 1.73 0.82 −80.11 
dw201868-31375 201.868 −31.375 19.25 24.17 1.53 2.38 0.88 70.74 
dw201897-31380 201.897 −31.380 19.37 24.16 1.43 1.10 0.93 4.82 
dw201896-31410 201.896 −31.410 19.40 25.62 0.55 0.65 0.62 37.54 
dw201995-31498 201.995 −31.498 19.42 24.45 1.70 0.94 0.93 −44.51 
dw201847-31396 201.847 −31.396 19.68 25.22 0.61 1.59 0.78 72.17 
dw202052-31765 202.052 −31.765 19.72 25.06 1.27 1.67 0.88 −57.81 
dw202001-31546 202.001 −31.546 19.76 25.22 1.16 1.31 0.91 −24.19 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Abell 1736a 

dw203690-27132 203.690 −27.132 17.98 24.83 2.88 2.79 0.72 −18.03 
dw202006-27344 202.006 −27.344 18.44 23.77 1.13 1.99 0.96 87.55 
dw201693-27464 201.693 −27.464 19.35 24.23 1.12 2.23 0.98 −47.98 
dw202039-27353 202.039 −27.353 20.13 25.56 1.00 2.22 0.48 −55.97 
dw201675-27430 201.675 −27.430 20.15 23.72 0.90 0.59 0.98 −42.86 
dw201675-27416 201.675 −27.416 20.24 23.43 2.00 1.65 0.76 45.14 
dw202039-27357 202.039 −27.357 20.50 26.72 0.90 1.18 0.74 76.33 
dw202016-27363 202.016 −27.363 20.67 0.88 1.53 0.50 −65.94 
dw203718-27119 203.718 −27.119 20.72 25.00 0.75 1.70 0.92 −27.68 
dw201700-27432 201.700 −27.432 20.74 0.76 0.94 0.85 50.90 
dw201709-27471 201.709 −27.471 21.03 0.84 1.53 0.85 −28.54 
dw203722-27166 203.722 −27.166 21.14 24.96 0.78 0.94 0.84 45.32 
dw201698-27468 201.698 −27.468 21.23 1.06 1.04 0.78 −52.25 
dw201713-27467 201.713 −27.467 21.28 27.11 0.99 1.03 0.80 −56.45 
dw201682-27417 201.682 −27.417 21.40 0.80 0.98 0.47 −84.97 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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n the previous section, we also remo v e galaxies fainter than M I =
7.5 mag. At such and fainter magnitudes, the nucleation fraction is

xpected to be insignificantly small and virtually constant, especially 
t the local volume (Ordenes-Brice ̃ no et al. 2018 , SJ19 , Z21 ; Hoyer
t al. 2021 ). The magnitude cut at the faint-end only affects the
21 sample. With these constraints, we ensure that for all studied 

nvironments, the data present a homogeneous magnitude range, with 
eliable photometry and nucleation classification as well as being 
ithin the range of galaxy luminosity/mass where the nucleation 

raction is universally monotonically crescent ( SJ19 , Z21 ), and 
herefore well-suited to be modelled with a logistic approach. 

The regression model is the following: 

y i ∼ Bern ( p i ) , 

ηi ≡ log 

(
p i 

1 − p i 

)
, 

ηi = β1[ k] + β2[ k] M I ,i , 

β1[ k] 

β2[ k] 

]
∼ Norm 

([
μβ

μβ

]
, � 

)
; � ≡

[
σ 2 

β 0 
0 σ 2 

β

]
, 

μβ ∼ Norm(0 , 10 2 ) ; σ 2 
β ∼ Gamma(0 . 1 , 0 . 1) . (1) 
he abo v e model reads as follows. Each of the i -th galaxies in the
ata set has its probability of manifesting nucleation, y i , modelled
s a Bernoulli process, whose probability of success relates to its
bsolute magnitude in the I -band, M I , i , through a logit link function,
i (to ensure the probabilities will fall between 0 and 1), where

he index k encodes the cluster/group environment. We adopt multi- 
ormal priors for the intercept β1[ k ] and slope β2[ k ] coefficients with 
 common mean μβ and variance σ 2 

β , to which we assigned weakly
nformative normal and gamma hyper-priors, respectively. The latter 
s important in order to implement a hierarchical partial pooling 
ramework. In such methodology, different parameters are inferred 
or each environment but are allowed to share information. We refer
he reader to Section 4 of Z21 for a brief discussion of the advantages
f this choice and Hilbe et al. ( 2017 ) for details. 
We e v aluate the model using the Just Another Gibbs Sampler

 JAGS , Plummer 2003 ) within the R language (R Development Core
eam 2019 ) using the RJAGS package (Plummer 2019 ). We initiate

hree Markov Chains by starting the Gibbs sampler at different initial
alues sampled from a Normal distribution with zero mean and 
tandard deviation of 100. Initial burn-in phases were set to 5000
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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Figure 7. Nucleation fraction as a function of absolute magnitude in the I -band estimated for different environments via Bayesian logistic regression. Coloured 
filled areas represent the 50 per cent confidence intervals. In both panels, we show the nucleation fraction for the galaxies in the Shapley clusters presented in 
this work, A3558 and A1738a, shown in Table 2 . On the right panel, we show only galaxy clusters compared to A3558 and A1736, while at the left panel, we 
show the Shapley clusters compared to the local volume samples, which comprise galaxies in groups and the field . Complete references for the literature data 
are shown in Table A1 . A3558 galaxies show a nucleation fraction as high as Coma, especially at the fainter end. On the other hand, results for A1736a indicate 
a nucleation fraction slightly lower than galaxies in Virgo and Fornax but compatible with the f n observed in galaxies at the local volume. Ov erall, e xcept for 
the local volume, the rate at which the probability of nucleation changes with magnitude is similar for all environments, while the probability of nucleation at 
fixed magnitude shows a clear dependence on the environment, being highest in the more massive environments, A3558 and Coma. 
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teps followed by 20 000 integration steps, which are sufficient to
uarantee the convergence of each chain, following Gelman-Rubin
tatistics (Gelman & Rubin 1992 ). 

 RESULTS  

n this section, we present the nucleation fraction modelled for
he A3558 and A1736a data sets using the logistic regression

ethodology described in the previous section. In order to compare
he nucleation in the SSC to other environments, we also present the
ucleation fraction for Coma, Virgo, and Fornax galaxy clusters, as
ell as the nucleation fraction for the local volume samples C22 and
21. The main results of this section are shown in Fig. 7 . 
We note that the results presented in this section are a direct

ollow-up to the ones presented in Z21 . In summary, they presented
he high nucleation fraction of Coma cluster galaxies when com-
ared to galaxies in Virgo and Fornax clusters as well as to local
olume samples. These results indicate a clear dependence between
nvironment and nucleation probability. This is evidenced by the fact
hat, in Z21 , while the rate that nucleation varies with luminosity has
een found to be the same in all cases, galaxies in more massive
nvironments were found to be more likely to host NSCs for a
xed luminosity/mass. In this section, we show these findings are
onfirmed with the inclusion of nucleation information for dwarf
alaxies at the A3558 and A1736a clusters in the SSC. 

.1 Nucleation fraction in the Abell 3558 and Abell 1736a 
lusters in the Shapley supercluster 

n Fig. 6 , we show the estimated nucleation fraction, f n , as a
unction of galaxy absolute magnitude, M I , for the A3558 cluster
yellow curve, top panel) and the A1736a cluster (red curve,
ottom panel). The mean of the estimated model parameters and
ssociated 68 per cent confidence intervals are shown in Table 3 .
dditionally, we show a binned representation of the observed data

s orange-coloured markers with associated uncertainties from the
8 per cent Bayesian credible intervals. Immediately it is clear that the
ogistic regression is able to capture the behaviour of the nucleation
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
raction in the entire magnitude range observed and provides a
uch clearer visualization of the matter due to its presentation as
 smooth solution. Furthermore, grey regions indicate magnitudes
here the model is able to extrapolate the data in order to achieve
robabilities between 0 and 1. In agreement with the conclusions
f previous studies ( SJ19 ; Neumayer et al. 2020 , Z21 ), we find a
trong dependence of the nucleation fraction on galaxy luminosity.
n both SSC clusters, it peaks at nearly f n ≈ 100 per cent at M I ≈
18 mag (the characteristic luminosities of classical dwarf elliptical

alaxies) and then declines to become almost negligible at M I ≈
10 mag. In A3558, the nucleation fraction is noticeably high, with
ore than half of the M I = −13 mag galaxies still hosting NSCs.
or the A1736a nucleation fraction, our results indicate a steeper

ncrease in nucleation with magnitude, although the smaller sample
ize at the bright end results in larger uncertainties. Overall, at fixed
alaxy magnitudes and within uncertainties, the nucleation fraction in
1736a is systematically lower than in A3558. To reach a 50 per cent
ucleation fraction probability, galaxies in A1736a need to be almost
wo magnitudes brighter than in A3558. 

.2 Comparison with other environments 

n Table 3 , we show the final estimated parameters from the logistic
egression for all environments and two indexes useful to interpret the
esults. The first is the half-nucleation magnitude, M i,f n 50 , which is
he magnitude at which there is an estimated 50 per cent probability
or a galaxy to be nucleated in a given environment. The second
s the 	 Odds index, which represents the expected change in the
ucleation probability by a variation of one magnitude unit [see
ouza et al. ( 2016 ) for additional details]. Then, in Fig. 7 , we show

he mean posterior for the nucleation fraction in the A3558 and
1736a clusters in the SSC compared to that in other galaxy clusters

nalysed in this work (left panel), as well as in the local volume (right
anel). 
The C22 sample is divided and stacked based on the morphology

f the central galaxy of groups to which objects in the sample are
ssociated to. The H21 sample cannot be reliably divided in the same
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Table 3. Summary of the parameters estimated from the model presented in equation ( 1 ). In the first column, we 
show M I ,f n 50 , the magnitude at which the estimated probability of nucleation reaches 50 per cent. In the second 
column, 	 Odds represents the expected change in the odds of nucleation by a variation of one unit of magnitude. 
In the last two columns, β1 and β2 are the mean posteriors for the intercept and slope, respectively, of the link 
function ηi . 

M I ,f n 50 

	 Odds (per 
cent) β1 (intercept) β2 (slope) 

A3558 −13.17 0 . 61 
0 . 52 −46.80 −8.31 ± 1.57 −0.63 ± 0.116 

A1736a −15.01 1 . 06 
2 . 30 −46.84 −9.48 ± 2.95 −0.63 ± 0.209 

Coma −13.00 0 . 59 
0 . 43 −52.37 −9.64 ± 1.54 −0.74 ± 0.110 

Virgo −14.37 0 . 46 
0 . 58 −47.50 −9.26 ± 0.97 −0.64 ± 0.073 

Fornax −13.98 0 . 36 
0 . 45 −51.09 −10.00 ± 0.99 −0.72 ± 0.076 

Local Volume (H21) −14.83 0 . 95 
1 . 34 −39.90 −7.55 ± 1.28 −0.51 ± 0.095 

Local Volume (C22, Early-Type Hosts) −14.67 1 . 16 
2 . 64 −35.77 −6.49 ± 1.51 −0.44 ± 0.119 

Local Volume (C22, Late-Type Hosts) −15.47 1 . 02 
2 . 08 −48.96 −10.40 ± 2.03 −0.67 ± 0.153 
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ashion for the difficulty in assigning hosts to this sample galaxies, 
s explained in Section 2 . 

The nucleation fraction for Coma, Virgo, and Fornax environments 
ave already been analysed, with the same methodology, in Z21 . 
mall variations in the estimated parameters in that work to the 
nes shown here are to be expected due to the employment of
artial pooling and the inclusion of new environments in the model. 
o we ver, there is no significant difference between the logistic 

esults for these environments between this work and Z21 , with 
ll estimated parameters for Coma, Virgo, and Fornax being equal, 
ithin uncertainties, between both works. 
From the comparison of the nucleation in A3558 and A1736a with 

ll the other environments studied in this w ork, tw o main results can
e noticed: 

(i) Within uncertainties, the nucleation fraction in the central 
luster of the SSC, A3558, shows a remarkable similarity to the 
ucleation fraction for galaxies in the Coma cluster and is signifi-
antly higher than every other environment. 

(ii) Conversely, the estimated nucleation fraction for the A1736a 
luster is significantly lower than in A3558 (and Coma). At the bright
nd ( M I � −15), within uncertainties, the probability of nucleation 
n A1736a galaxies can be compared to that of the Virgo and Fornax
lusters, albeit systematically lower. At the right panel of Fig. 7 , we
an see, ho we v er, that o v erall the estimated nucleation fraction for
1736a is at a very similar loci to the ones estimated for local volume
alaxy samples. 

Furthermore, in what regards to the general panorama of galaxy 
ucleation across the different environments analysed: 

(i) In the left panel of Fig. 7 , we can see that for all galaxy clusters ,
ucleation has a very similar dependence on dwarf galaxy luminosity. 
ucleation fraction curves for these environments present compatible 

lopes, with β2 parameters consistent with each other at the 1 σ level. 
he 	 odds inde x es, shown in Table 3 , are also within ∼ 5 per cent
f difference between A3558, A1736a, Coma, Virgo, and Fornax. 
(ii) At the right panel of Fig. 7 one can see that the estimated

ucleation fraction for local volume samples present a slightly 
ifferent slope when compared to galaxy clusters. The C22 sample 
omprising satellites of early-type hosts and the H21 sample present 
 	 odds difference of less than 3 per cent in between themselves,
ut depart ∼ 9 per cent and ∼ 13 per cent from the mean 	 odds
f galaxy clusters, respectively. On the other hand, the nucleation 
raction for C22 sample of dwarfs around late-type hosts presents a
lope compatible with that of galaxy clusters. 

Our results indicate a clear distinction between the nucleation 
raction for dwarfs satellites of early and late-type hosts in the
22 sample. Objects associated with late-type hosts present the 

owest nucleation fraction of all environments analysed, but with a 
omparable 	 Odds index to galaxy clusters. The nucleation fraction 
or C22 galaxies around early-type hosts, ho we ver, display 	 Odds
stimates only comparable to the H21 local volume sample. In 
act, for both C22 galaxies around early-type hosts and the H21
ample, galaxies fainter than M I ≈ −15 mag present an estimated 
ucleation fraction comparable to clusters such as Virgo and Fornax. 
t M I ≈ −11, local volume H21 and C22 galaxies around early-

ype hosts present an estimated nucleation fraction comparable to 
ven galaxies in A3558 and Coma, around a 10 per cent, while such
uantity is already negligible for C22 galaxies around late-type hosts. 
e discuss these results in more detail in the next section and in
ppendix C . In the latter we show that the nucleation fraction of the

ntire C22 sample, i.e. not divided between early and late-type hosts,
s remarkably similar to same quantity estimated for the H21 sample.

.3 The role of environment in the galaxy nucleation fraction 

n Fig. 8 we present a linear regression based on the relation
 I ,f n 50 = α + β log ( M 200 ), where M 200 are halo mass estimates

rom the literature (detailed in Section 2 ). The H21 sample is not
ncluded in this figure as the catalogue from Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) does
ot objectively present host galaxies associated with the detected 
bjects and includes a significant portion of isolated field dwarfs 
see Appendix C for details). Therefore we are not able to assign
n estimated halo mass for this sample. Another important caveat is
hat in the case of A1736a, due to the lack of a specific A1736a halo

ass estimate in the literature, we adopt the halo mass estimate for
he entire Abell 1736 cluster (i.e. A1736a and A1736b) from Lopes
t al. ( 2018 ). Hence, our adopted A1736a halo mass estimate is an
b vious o v erestimation. This is represented by a leftwards red arrow
ssociated with the A1736a marker in Fig. 8 . 

As observed in Z21 , early-type dwarfs in the Local Volume show
he highest values of M I ,f n, 50 . Dwarfs around Late-type galaxies in
he C22 sample are found to display a 50 per cent chance of being
ucleated as bright as M I ≈ −15.5 mag, while in the most massive
nvironments analysed, such as Coma, M I ,f n, 50 is as faint as M I ≈
13 mag. A3558 has an estimated halo mass compatible, within 
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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M

Figure 8. Estimated magnitude at which the probability of nucleation is 
50 per cent, M I , fn 50 , as a function of host virial halo mass (references 
mentioned in the text). Colours are the same as in Fig. 7 . The mean, 
50 per cent and 95 per cent confidence intervals for the linear model are 
indicated by the solid line and grey-shaded areas, respectively. The vertical 
error bars indicate uncertainties from the logistical analysis. More massive 
environments exhibit fainter values of M I , fn 50 , especially if we consider that 
the halo mass estimate for A1736a is very likely overestimated, as mentioned 
in the text, and represented in the figure by the left arrow. 
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ncertainties, with that of the Coma cluster (log( M / M �) ≈15.33
or A3558 [Lopes et al. 2018 ) and ≈15.10 for Coma ( Łokas &

amon 2003 )]. Remarkably, this translates into a very similar
stimated M I ,f n, 50 between these two environments: the two faintest
cross all environments where galaxy nucleation have been studied
o date. In the case of A1736a, its estimated M I ,f n, 50 is brighter than
hat estimated for the C22 dwarfs satellites of early-type galaxies and
lightly fainter than that of dwarf satellites around late-type galaxies.

The proposed linear model is able to efficiently fit the relation
etween M 200 and M I ,f n, 50 . Within uncertainties, all data points
re within the model 50 per cent confidence intervals. The result
onfirms the findings from Z21 , i.e. that nucleation is more common
n more massive haloes regardless of dwarf galaxy luminosity . In
act, A3558 has a value of M I ,f n 50 that differs by a factor of at least
0 in luminosity to local volume groups while also presenting the
ighest estimated halo mass among the environments analysed in
his work. Considering the aforementioned known o v erestimation
f the A1736a halo mass, its loci in Fig. 8 is compatible with the
stimated linear relation within uncertainties, ho we ver, if we adopt
his estimated M 200 and M I ,f n, 50 relation, we can infer that a more
recise halo mass estimate for A1736a should be similar to that
dopted for the dwarf satellites around early-type galaxies in the
22 sample. 

 DISCUSSION  

n this work we used a new catalogue of dwarf galaxies in the
SC as well as literature data for dwarfs in the Coma, Virgo, and
ornax clusters and in the local volume to show that the fraction
f nucleated dwarfs at a fixed luminosity depends substantially
n the environment. This confirms the results presented in Z21 .
he extremely dense and massive environment at the centre of the
SC, A3558, presents a decisively high nucleation fraction o v er

he entire range of galaxy luminosity considered in this work.
he only other environment as massive as A3558 outside of the
SC is the Coma cluster, which presents a nucleation fraction
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
emarkably similar to A3558. Moreo v er, the less massive A1736a
luster expectedly presents the lowest nucleation fraction of all
alaxy clusters considered, but is comparable with the f n estimated
or local volume groups. In this section we attempt to contextualize
hese results within the current literature discussion regarding the
ucleation of dwarf galaxies. 

.1 Dependence of f n on mass/luminosity 

t was observed in environments such as Virgo ( SJ19 ), Fornax
Ordenes-Brice ̃ no et al. 2018 ; Su et al. 2022 ) and the local volume
Hoyer et al. 2021 ), that the galaxy nucleation fraction displays a
eak for masses log( M / M �) ≈9, approximately M I ≈ −18, then
eclining for lower and higher masses/luminosities. In this study,
e model the nucleation fraction of quiescent dwarf galaxies within
7.5 < M I < −19.0, i.e. the approximate luminosity range where the

ucleation fraction is known to be monotonically crescent, at least for
arly-type dwarfs (Neumayer et al. 2020 ). This enables us to reliably
odel the observed nucleation fraction as a smooth logistic fit, in

rder to compare this quantity across different environments without
esorting to any kind of arbitrary binning. Using this methodology,
n Figs 6 and 7 it becomes immediately clear the nearly-universal
ependence of the nucleation fraction with galaxy luminosity. In Z21
his dependence was found to be remarkably homogeneous across
he Coma, Virgo, Fornax, and local volume samples. This work
esults, with updated Fornax and local volume samples as well as the
ew data from two SSC clusters, A3558 and A1736a, confirms this
niversal aspect. 
In other words, this dependence implies that it is more likely

or more massive dwarfs to accumulate material at their central
arsecs in the form of dense bound clusters. The NSC formation
nd growth via star cluster inspiral seems to be the dominant process
or low-mass quiescent galaxies in the luminosity/mass range studied
n this work (Neumayer et al. 2020 ; Fahrion et al. 2022 ; Su et al.
022 ). This is evidenced by the fact that NSCs in faint, early-type
warfs tend to be more metal-poor than their host galaxies (Fahrion
t al. 2020 ; Johnston et al. 2020 ), their GC and NSC occupation
raction is remarkably similar ( SJ19 ) and models of GC inspiral
n this luminosity regime predict, with excellent agreement, the
bserved scaling of NSC mass with galaxy mass (Antonini 2013 ;
nedin et al. 2014 , SJ19 ; Leaman & van de Ven 2021 ; Fahrion et al.
022 ). To be able to form NSCs, the GC inspiral scenario requires
Cs massive enough to survive tidal dissolution as a consequence
f the dynamical friction that ensues their orbital decay (Tremaine
t al. 1975 ; Capuzzo-Dolcetta 1993 ; Bekki & Chiba 2004 ; Antonini
013 ). Therefore, NSC growth is intrinsically related to the GC mass
unction (GCMF). Furthermore, this process also needs to happen in
ess than a Hubble time, so factors such as GC formation distance and
he galaxy structural properties also play an important role (Arca-
edda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2014 ; Neumayer et al. 2020 ; Leaman &
an de Ven 2021 ). In summary, to explain the observed trend with
alaxy luminosity the GCMF of fainter dwarfs must be relatively
ottom-heavier or such galaxies form GCs preferentially distant from
he galaxy centre. The latter could be explained if low-mass dwarfs
ould be, on average, more diffuse and extended, but this contradicts

he observed mass–size relation of f aint dw arfs in the nearby Universe
McConnachie 2012 ; Eigenthaler et al. 2018 ; Ferrarese et al. 2020 ). 

In this context, an important aspect of the methodology applied in
his work is the fact that it enables the calculation of inde x es such
s M I ,f n, 50 and 	 Odds in order to easily and precisely compare the
ucleation in different environments. The 	 Odds calculated from
he logistic regression reveals that among galaxy clusters (left panel
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f Fig. 7 , i.e. A3558, A1736a, Coma, Virgo, and Fornax) the rate at
hich galaxy nucleation varies with magnitude is similar within 
 per cent. This is similar to what was found in Z21 . Ho we ver,
or local volume samples the scenario is slightly different. The 
 Odds calculated for C22 satellites of late-types is within less than
 per cent of the average 	 Odds calculated for galaxy clusters, but
22 satellites of early-types, on the other hand, present a 	 Odds
t least 10 per cent different to galaxy clusters but in agreement
o what is observed for the H21 local volume sample. In fact, at
agnitudes fainter than M I ∼ −12 mag, dwarf satellites of early- 

ype galaxies at the local volume have a nucleation probability at 
east compatible but in average higher, within uncertainties, to that of
alaxy clusters. Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) have already identified a steeper
lope in the nucleation fraction for the local volume relative to cluster
nvironments using a logistic methodology. 2 In addition, the fact 
hat we use in the present analysis two independent samples for the
ocal volume further provides reliability to the difference in 	 Odds 
bserved this time (see Appendix C , where we show results for the
ucleation fraction of the undivided C22 sample compared to that of
he H21 sample. There are no significant discrepancies between these 
wo samples for the entire magnitude range analysed). The increased 
ucleation for less luminous/massive dwarfs in the local volume 
n regards to galaxy clusters is complicated to be explained within 
he paradigm of the hierarchical growth of cosmological structures. 
t establishes that o v er time galaxy groups are incorporated into
arger galaxy clusters [White & Rees 1978 ; White & Frenk 1991 ;
auffmann, White & Guiderdoni 1993 ; Navarro, Frenk & White 
996 , to name a few, and Lisker et al. ( 2018 ) for an example
f the ongoing process of group accretion into the Virgo cluster].
herefore, to explain that clusters such as Virgo present a lower 
ucleation fraction than local volume groups at the faint end, some 
rocess would be required to preferentially disrupt nucleated dwarfs 
n relation to their non-nucleated counterparts during the group 
ccretion process. But this is in direct contradiction with the idea that
ucleated objects are less likely to be disrupted by environmental 
ffects in comparison to non-nucleated galaxies (e.g. Leaman & 

an de Ven 2021 ). Nevertheless, in all considered environments, 
rom groups at the local volume to galaxy clusters, the modelled 
ependence of dwarf galaxy nucleation with luminosity is within a 
ifference in 	 Odds � 10 per cent. Hence, we consider that the result
bserved in Z21 , i.e. that the rate at which galaxy nucleation vary
ith luminosity does not depend substantially on the environment. , 

s consistent with the results observed in the current analysis. 

.2 Nucleation fraction dependence on environment 

s observed in Fig. 7 , the higher estimated nucleation fraction 
bserved among the environments studied in this work is that of
he Coma and A3558 cluster, across the entire magnitude range 
nalysed. On the other hand, the lowest nucleation fraction is found to
e that estimated for dwarf satellites of late-type galaxies in the local
olume C22 sample. In Fig. 8 we are able to more clearly verify the
nvironment effect on galaxy nucleation: more massive environments 
 Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) employed a Monte Carlo Markov Chain estimator to fit 
 logistic function , with parameters κ and M 50 , for the slope and midpoint, 
especti vely. This dif fers essentially from the methodology used in this work 
ince we employ the logistic regression in the more straightforward GLM 

ramework. Since these are two completely distinct approaches, their κ and 
 50 parameters are not immediately comparable to the 	 Odds (or the β2 

lope) and M I ,f n, 50 presented in this work. 

d  

a
d  

i  

F
d
t
b  

t  
resent a higher probability of hosting nucleated galaxies, at fixed 
uminosity. This was previously observed in Z21 and in this work we
xpand the analysis including the SSC clusters and the updated local
olume and Fornax samples. The secondary dependence of galaxy 
ucleation on environment has already been observed in several 
orks (Binggeli, Tammann & Sandage 1987 ; Cote et al. 2006 ; Lisker

t al. 2007 , SJ19 ; Hoyer et al. 2021 ; Carlsten et al. 2022a ; Fahrion
t al. 2022 ; Su et al. 2022 ). In an attempt to explain these results,
J19 proposes a biased formation scenario for star clusters, similar 

o that proposed by Peng et al. ( 2008 ), in which galaxies presently
ocated in higher density environments experience an earlier onset 
f star formation sustaining higher star formation rates (SFR) and 
FR surf ace densities. This w ould naturally lead to the formation of
ore massive star clusters as well as a larger mass fraction in star

lusters in more dense environments, since early cluster formation 
s proportional to host galaxy mass with a near-universal efficiency 
Kruijssen 2015 ). 

Leaman & van de Ven ( 2021 ) recently proposed a model for GC
nspiral where the observed trends of the nucleation fraction can be
eproduced by specific galaxy mass–size relations and the assumed 
CMF. They argue that the increased nucleation fraction in more 
assive environments is possibly due to the disruption of most 

iffuse galaxies by the cluster potential. NSCs in diffuse galaxies 
re less likely to form, since their progenitor GCs are formed farther
rom the galaxy centre and not likely to be sufficiently massive to
urvive tidal disruption over the inspiral process. Compact dwarfs 
ould naturally be more prone to form NSCs and be less susceptible

o be disrupted by tidal effects in high density environments. Marleau
t al. ( 2021 ) investigated a sample of 2210 ultra-diffuse galaxies
UDGs) in low-density environments in the nearby Universe ( z <
.01) and found no preferential mass–size relation for their sample 
n comparison to Virgo, Fornax, and Coma dwarfs. Su et al. ( 2022 )
oints that this evidentiates an important caveat of the scenario 
roposed by Leaman & van de Ven ( 2021 ): if diffuse galaxies are to
e preferentially disrupted in more massive environments, then one 
ould expect to see a higher fraction of such objects in low-density

nvironments. It is possible, ho we ver, that deeper observ ations of
ow density environments will be able to reveal, in the future, a
opulation of ultra-diffuse non-nucleated galaxies that is beyond the 
imiting magnitude of the currently available surv e ys. 

It is also well established in the literature that the fraction of
ucleated galaxies tends to increase the closer objects are to the
ssociated environment gravitational centre (Binggeli et al. 1987 ; 
erguson & Sandage 1989 ; Lisker et al. 2007 ; Ordenes-Brice ̃ no et al.
018 ; Hoyer et al. 2021 ; Carlsten et al. 2022b ; Fahrion et al. 2022 ;
u et al. 2022 ). Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) argues as a possibility that

he increased nucleation observed in galaxy clusters, when compared 
o local volume samples, can arise from the fact that observations
f clusters are universally biased to central regions. This is the
ase for all clusters analysed in this work, with the exception of
he Fornax sample which extends beyond the Fornax cluster virial 
adius (Su et al. 2022 ). Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) analysed the matter in
he local volume, as well as in the Virgo and Fornax clusters, with
ata from Ferrarese et al. ( 2020 ) and Su et al. ( 2021 ), respectively,
nd did not find any significant difference in nucleation fraction 
ue to galactocentric distance. Furthermore, Su et al. ( 2022 ) also
nvestigated this issue for galaxies in the Fornax main cluster and the
ornax A group, finding a decrease in nucleation with galactocentric 
istance in both environments. Hence, we consider the increase in 
he nucleation fraction observed in more massive environments to 
e unlikely to arise from a galactocentric bias. But it is true that
he addition of more radially complete data sets for large clusters,
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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uch as Virgo and Coma, would be an important inclusion to future
tudies of the environment influence on galaxy nucleation. Overall,
t is clear from several observational results that nucleated dwarfs
orm a distinct and biased subpopulation. When compared to non-
ucleated dwarfs, they present more circularized orbits (Ferguson &
andage 1989 ; Lisker et al. 2007 , 2009 ), have higher axial ratios
Lisker et al. 2007 ; Eigenthaler et al. 2018 ; Venhola et al. 2018 ,
J19 ; Su et al. 2022 ), have more compact light profiles (Brok et al.
014 ), host older stellar populations (Lisker, Grebel & Binggeli
008 ) and possibly feature higher GC mass fractions (Miller et al.
998 ; S ́anchez-Janssen & Aguerri 2012 ) and higher GC abundances
Amorisco et al. 2018 ). Moreo v er, a better understanding of the
iased growth of NSCs in denser environments can help constrain
he star formation conditions in the early Univ erse. Re gardless of the
pecific processes involved in NSC formation, they must be related to
ncreased SFR which is significantly more common at earlier epochs
Madau & Dickinson 2014 , and references therein). 

An interesting corollary of Fig. 8 , is the possibility of using the
ucleation fraction as an estimator for the halo mass of galaxy
ystems or clusters. The relation between GC and NSC growth
reviously stated would make it not too far-fetched to expect the
SC occupation fraction to be a viable estimator of environment
alo mass, since it is well known that GC mass is related to the halo
ass of their host galaxies (Spitler & F orbes 2009 ). F or e xample,

n this work we used for the A1736a cluster the halo mass estimate
rom Lopes et al. ( 2018 ) for the whole A1736 cluster, i.e. A1736a
nd A1736b, due to a lack of any estimate just for A1736a in the
iterature. Given the estimated M I ,f n, 50 of A1736a of −15.01 1 . 06 

2 . 30 mag
nd the linear relation obtained from Fig. 8 , one would expect a
ore accurate halo mass estimate for A1736a to be log( M / M 200 ) =

2.54 ± 9.76. Despite the current uncertainties in this estimate, in the
uture, with nucleation data for additional environments, the relation
etween M I ,f n, 50 and environment halo mass might be an useful tool
or extragalactic studies. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

ur main goal in this work is to investigate observational evidences
f the environmental influence in the nucleation of galaxies. To this
nd, we use deep HST /ACS imaging in the F814W band to detect and
nalyse the nucleation fraction of quiescent dwarf galaxies in two
alaxy clusters within the largest mass concentration in the nearby
niv erse, the Shaple y supercluster. We then compare it with all other

nvironments where nucleation data is available in the literature,
nabling the analysis of the frequency of galaxy nucleation in host
aloes from 5 × 10 14 in A3558 to 10 12 M � at the local volume. This is
oti v ated by the results of S ́anchez-Janssen et al. ( 2019a ) and Zanatta

t al. ( 2021 ) that showed that, for a fixed magnitude, galaxies are more
ikely to be nucleated in more massive environments. The Shapley
lusters analysed in this work comprise the central and extremely
ense Abell 3558 cluster as well as the northern and more modest,
n terms of mass, Abell 1736a cluster. We find a total of 269 galaxies
n the two clusters employing a dedicated algorithm combining
OURCE-EXTRACTOR and GALFIT to detect galaxies between −7.5 >
 I > 19.0 mag and characterize their photometric and morphological

roperties. NSCs are identified by visual inspection and confirmed
sing 2D full image modelling. We then use Hierarchical Bayesian
ogistic Regression to model the dependence of nucleation fraction
nd galaxy absolute magnitude for the Shapley clusters and compare
t to the same quantity estimated, using literature data, for quiescent
warf galaxies in the Coma, Virgo, and Fornax clusters as well as in
roups and the field at the local volume. Our main conclusions are: 
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
(i) Abell 3558 has an estimated nucleation fraction, in the entire
ange of galaxy luminosity analysed, very similar to that of the
oma cluster. This is in agreement with these two clusters very

imilar estimated halo masses. A1736a, on the other hand, presents a
ucleation fraction that is lower, within uncertainties, than any other
alaxy clusters analysed and more compatible with local volume
amples. 

(ii) The rate at which galaxy nucleation fraction varies with
agnitude is virtually universal, with brighter dwarfs being more

ikely to host NSCs. The mean difference in the rate of change with
agnitude of the nucleation odds is 5 per cent among galaxy clusters

nd a maximum of 10 per cent in between galaxy clusters and local
olume groups. 

(iii) Including the data for Abell 3558 and Abell 1736a, as well as
he most up-to-date literature data for nearby clusters and groups, we
onfirm the results of Zanatta et al. ( 2021 ) regarding the environment
ependence on galaxy nucleation and its relation to the environment
stimated halo mass. Galaxies in more massive environments have
n increased likelihood to host NSCs. We find that the luminosity
t which half of the dwarf galaxies contain an NSC is inversely
roportional to the virial mass of the host halo, L I ,f n 50 ∝ M 

−0 . 2 
200 . 

We have presented detections and photometry measurements
or dwarf galaxies in two of the most extreme environments yet
nalysed in the context of galaxy nucleation. The comparison of
heir nucleation fraction with the one for galaxies in nearby clusters
nd groups evidentiates galaxy nucleation as a v ery comple x process
hat involves both luminosity/mass and environment. Furthermore,
ur results present several important observational constraints to
e taken into consideration in theories and models concerning the
ormation and growth of stellar nuclei. 

We find it critical to raise the statistical significance of studies
n the nucleation environmental dependence. First, by increasing
he availability of nucleation data in other groups and clusters, in
articular for massive clusters like Coma and A3558 and less massive
aloes that the ones studied here. Secondly, by employing robust
tatistical methodologies a v oiding outdated methodologies based on
rbitrary binning that are easily biased by low number statistics or
ncomplete magnitude co v erage. This is ev en more important now
hat recent and upcoming missions such as Euclid , the Roman Space
elescope , or the The Chinese Space Station Telescope allow us to
nvestigate large NSC samples with deep imaging over large areas.
hese data will enable us to properly investigate also other important
uestions such as how galaxy morphology affects nucleation, in
articular compactness and size, as predicted by models (Antonini
t al. 2015 ; Mistani et al. 2016 ; Leaman & van de Ven 2021 ; Fahrion
t al. 2022 ). Finally, the full characterization of the processes involved
n NSC formation and growth cannot rely solely on occupation
tatistics. Studies on the stellar populations and kinematics of nuclei
n different environments and for a wide range of galaxy masses are
lso invaluable for this investigation (Kacharov et al. 2018 ; Fahrion
t al. 2019 ; Johnston et al. 2020 ; Carlsten et al. 2022a ). 
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PPENDI X  A :  REFERENCES  F O R  T H E  DATA  

SED  IN  THI S  WO R K  N OT  F RO M  T H E  

HAPLEY  SUPERCLUSTER  

n this work, we study the nucleation fraction in the A3558 and
1736a clusters and in other environments using literature data.

n Table A1 we list the other systems included in the analysis,
amely the Coma, Virgo, and Fornax clusters, as well as the local
olume ( D < 12 Mpc) the C22 and the H21 samples. In the table we
ndicate the number of quiescent satellites in each environment, as
ell as the literature sources for the photometry and the nucleation

lassification. 
Where applicable, we hav e conv erted the published magnitudes

o the I -band. We adopt conversions based on the ones presented in
lanton & Roweis ( 2007 ): 
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Table A1. Source of the photometry and nucleation classification for the data used in this work. From left to right: First column in the local volume is to which 
sample galaxies associated with a given host, shown in the second column, are assigned to in this work, based on the sources of photometry and nucleation 
(fifth and sixth columns, respectively). The third and fourth columns in the local volume show the morphology of the central galaxy (ET for early-types and LT 

for late-types) and the number of objects part of the sample for each system. As there is no objective host classification in the H21 sample, we only show the 
number of objects and sources for photometry and nucleation. We refer the reader to Hoyer et al. ( 2021 , 2023 ) for additional details. Finally, at the bottom we 
show information for the samples of nucleation in galaxy clusters, from left to right: In the first column the galaxy cluster, in the second the number of objects 
in each sample, and third and fourth columns the sources of photometry and nucleation, respectively. 

Local volume 
Sample Host Morph. N Photometry Source Nucleation source 

C22 NGC 1023 Early-Type 15 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 M104 Early-Type 23 Carlsten et al. ( 2020b ) Carlsten et al. ( 2020a ) 
C22 NGC 5128 Early-Type 31 Carlsten et al. ( 2020b ); Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ); 

M ̈uller et al. ( 2019 ) a 
Carlsten et al. ( 2020a ); Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ); 
M ̈uller et al. ( 2019 ); Fahrion et al. ( 2020 ) b 

C22 NGC 3115 Early-Type 12 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 3379 Early-Type 31 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4631 Late-Type 7 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4565 Late-Type 16 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4258 Late-Type 9 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 M51 Late-Type 4 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 891 Late-Type 2 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 6744 Late-Type 3 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 628 Late-Type 6 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 5457 Late-Type 2 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 5236 Late-Type 4 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 5055 Late-Type 6 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4826 Late-Type 3 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4631 Late-Type 1 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4736 Late-Type 1 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 4517 Late-Type 4 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 3627 Late-Type 7 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 3521 Late-Type 2 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 1291 Late-Type 4 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 1808 Late-Type 3 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 NGC 2903 Late-Type 3 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) 
C22 MW Late-Type 22 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ); Karachentsev et al. ( 2013 ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ); SJ19 
C22 M81 Late-Type 40 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ); Karachentsev et al. ( 2013 ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ); SJ19 
C22 M31 Late-Type 60 Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ); Karachentsev et al. ( 2013 ) Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ); SJ19 
H21 –c – 108 Karachentsev et al. ( 2013 ); Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) 

Galaxy clusters 
ID N Photometry source Nucleation source 
Abell 3559 211 This work This work 
Abell 1736a 58 This work This work 
Coma 255 Z21 , dB14 Z21 , dB14 
Virgo 382 SJ19 SJ19 
Fornax 263 Su et al. ( 2022 ) Su et al. ( 2022 ) 

Notes. a M ̈uller et al. ( 2019 ) is the source photometry for the galaxies KK54 and KK58, and source nucleation for KK54. 
b Fahrion et al. ( 2020 ) is the source nucleation for the galaxy KK58. 
c No Host galaxy information is directly available in the H21 sample source catalogues, only a ‘main disturber’ galaxy (Karachentsev et al. 2013 ). See the text 
for details. 
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PPENDIX  B:  A D D I T I O NA L  DETA ILS  F RO M  

H E  H I E R A R C H I C A L  BAYESIAN  LOGISTI C  

NALYSIS  

n Fig. B1 we show the individual estimated nucleation fraction based 
n our methodology for every environment considered in Fig. 7 other 
han the SSC. Similarly to what has been shown regarding A3558 
nd A1736a in Fig. 6 and in Z21 , it is clear that the logistic regression
ollows closely the observed data while at the same time providing a
mooth solution not dependent on arbitrary binning. This is specially 
mportant to properly compare data sets from different sources in a 
omogeneous way while still estimating uncertainties due to small 
ample sizes. 
We stress also the choice of magnitude range adopted in this
ork and the limitations of our methodology. It is well known that

he full panorama of galaxy nucleation fraction deviates from the 
igmoid curve of the standard logistic relation. Nucleation appears 
o universally peak around M / M � ∼ 10 9 , declining for both higher 
nd lower masses ( SJ19 ). Therefore, to properly apply the logistic
t used in this work we are required to limit our analysis to the
agnitude range where the nucleation fraction is monotonically 

rescent. A possibility to o v ercome this limitation, out of the scope
f this work, is the employment of composite functions such as a
ogistic regression with splines or explore other functional forms 
ithin the GLM framework, such as Poisson regression. This is to
e explored in future works if methods to detect precisely NSCs in
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
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M

Figure B1. Same as Fig. 6 , but for every other environment studied in this work, gathered from the literature references described in Section 2.1 and Table A1 . 
The resulting parameters from the logistic regression of these samples are shown in Table 3 . 
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arge and bright galaxies are developed and catalogues in an extended
agnitude range with nucleation information become more widely

vailable. 

PPENDIX  C :  A D D I T I O NA L  R E M A R K S  A B O U T  

H E  L O C A L  VO LU ME  SAMPLES  

n this section, we give further details on the process to collect the
iterature data used for local volume samples in this work, and then
iscuss additional remarks about the results of the nucleation fraction
ia logistic regression presented in Section 5 . 
The C22 sample is comprised of all galaxies used in Z21 to model

he nucleation at the local volume with the addition of objects from
he latest catalogue of the Exploration of Local VolumE Satellites
ELVES) Surv e y (Carlsten et al. 2022a ). In such work, the final
uiescent dwarf galaxy local volume sample of ELVES is presented,
n continuation to the data presented in Carlsten et al. ( 2020b ). This
NRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 
ample is ∼ 50 per cent complete at M V < −9 mag and μ0, V <
6.5 mag arcsec −2 (Greene et al. 2023 ). In Carlsten et al. ( 2022b )
he nucleation classification for galaxies in the ELVES sample was
resented, but in such work objects are only associated with stellar
asses, not photometric magnitudes. In order to solve this issue,
e matched objects found in tables 4 and 5 of Carlsten et al.

 2022a ) with the ELVES catalogue from Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ).
 few objects present in Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ) are not in the

atalogue of Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ). These objects were not included
n the ELVES catalogue due to distances to hosts being greater than
he radial completeness limit of the surv e y (a projected radius of
00 kpc). Ho we ver, for the statistical analysis of galaxy nucleation
n Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) included additional objects given that a
onfirmed distance measurement was available (S. Carlsten, pri v ate
ommunication). In order to have both photometric and nucleation
nformation, in this work the C22 sample includes only objects
hat are both in Carlsten et al. ( 2022b ) and Carlsten et al. ( 2022a ).
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Table C1. Same as Table 3 , but for the logistic modelling presented in Fig. C1 , where we include 
an undivided C22 sample. 

M I ,f n 50 	 Odds (per cent) β1 (intercept) β2 (slope) 

A3558 −13.16 0 . 61 
0 . 52 −46.95 −8.35 ± 1.56 −0.63 ± 0.115 

A1736a −14.99 1 . 04 
2 . 22 −47.12 −9.55 ± 3.02 −0.64 ± 0.214 

Coma −12.99 0 . 61 
0 . 43 −52.27 −9.61 ± 1.54 −0.74 ± 0.110 

Virgo −14.37 0 . 45 
0 . 58 −47.41 −9.23 ± 0.98 −0.64 ± 0.074 

Fornax −13.99 0 . 37 
0 . 45 −51.13 −10.01 ± 0.98 −0.72 ± 0.075 

Local volume (H21) −14.83 0 . 95 
1 . 38 −39.83 −7.53 ± 1.28 −0.51 ± 0.095 

Local volume (C22) −15.08 0 . 81 
1 . 32 −42.58 −8.37 ± 1.23 −0.55 ± 0.095 

Figure C1. Same as Fig. 7 , but for the logistic modelling run with the 
undi vided C22 sample, sho wn as the foreground curve. Colours are the same 
as in Fig. 7 . With exception of the H21 sample, all other environments are 
shown in the background for reference. The parameters resulting from the 
Bayesian Logistic Regression run with these samples are shown in Table C1 . 
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the claimed high fraction of isolated galaxies in the sample, but we 
also find that there are a number of objects in the Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) 
catalogue which MDs are discrepant to the ones available for the 
same objects in the UNGC. Therefore, the analysis of the nucleation 
in groups regarding the morphology of central galaxies is performed 
only with the C22 sample. 

Nevertheless, the reasoning behind including two independent 
local volume samples in this work is twofold: first, there is little 
o v erlap between the two samples, with as few as 54 objects in 
common between C22 and H21. In addition, based on the local 
environment density analysis performed in Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ), 
around 35 per cent of objects in the H21 sample can be considered 
as ‘isolated’. 3 The C22 sample, on the other hand, is specifically 
focused on dwarf satellites of local volume galaxies. Therefore, 
the H21 sample comprises a large portion of isolated galaxies in 
the local volume not included in the C22 sample. Secondly, the 
observed increased nucleation fraction, relative to galaxy clusters, 
for objects in the C22 sample around early-type galaxies fainter 
than M I ∼ −12 mag is intriguing, as discussed in Section 6.1 . In 
order to mitigate the possibilities of a selection bias being the cause 
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imilarly to what was done in Z21 , we include in the C22 sample
dditional data from outside the ELVES catalogue, for further 
o v erage of important hosts such as the MW, M81, M31, and NGC
128. This is detailed in Table A1 . 
The H21 local volume sample used in this work is based on Hoyer

t al. ( 2021 ), which is drawn from the Updated Nearby Galaxy
atalogue (UNGC) (Karachentsev et al. 2013 ). Despite not being 
s deep as the ELVES catalogue, the UNGC is by far the best current
eference for local volume dwarfs, being constantly updated, with the 
ersion used in Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) containing 1246 objects in late
021 February. Complementary nucleation classification of UNGC 

bjects was presented in Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) and Hoyer et al. ( 2023 ),
ased on archi v al HST data. We selected only early-type dwarfs
rom Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) and with available nucleation classification.
 great portion of objects in such catalogue had missing nucleation 

nformation due to data for such objects not being available in archival 
ST data. This resulted in a final H21 sample of 170 galaxies within

he magnitude limits of our analysis. One important caveat from the 
21 sample is that it does not presents a reliable way to separate
bjects into dwarfs around early and late-type centrals, as it is done
or C22. Following the analysis of Karachentsev et al. ( 2013 ) for the
NGC, for each object, instead of directly assigning central hosts, 

he Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) catalogue indicates a list of closest interacting
bjects (‘main disturbers’, MD), which in several cases includes no 
entral galaxies or multiples thereof. This is to be expected due to

2024 The Author(s). 
ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society. This is a
 https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, 
MNRAS 530, 2670–2687 (2024) 

f this result, in Fig. C1 and Table C1 we show the same logistic
odelling described in Section 3.3 but considering an undivided (on 

he morphology of the central group galaxy) C22 sample. One can
ee the remarkable similarity between the C22 and H21 samples, 
espite each being based on two independent studies. It is ho we ver,
till possible that some kind of bias is present in the C22 sample and
ffects preferentially the subsample of dwarf satellites of early-type 
alaxies, since the C22 sample of dwarfs around late-type galaxies 
hows compatible estimated values of M I ,f n, 50 and 	 Odds with 
hat is expected based on the analysis of the other environments

n this work and Z21 . Nevertheless, we expect that missions such as
uclid will provide wide-field photometry of local volume galaxies 
ith unprecedented spatial co v erage, mitigating an y observational or

election bias that may be present in the current available data. On the
ther hand, if this result is unbiased, then it could indicate interesting
spects of the evolution of dwarf galaxies in the transitional group-
o-cluster environment. 

 The reader is suggested to read Section 3.4 of Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) for
dditional details, but basically in this work we consider as likely isolated
alaxies with a ne gativ e tidal index for the tenth most influential neighbouring
alaxy, � 10 , as present in the Hoyer et al. ( 2021 ) catalogue. 
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